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Easter message
Archbishop George venerates the Easter Candle at St David’s
Metropolitan Cathedral. And on this page he asks us to think
about how our Catholic voices are to be heard in the coming
Wales elections.

Dear Sisters and Brothers in Christ,

Every five years we are given the opportunity to make our voices heard in how we wish

Wales to be governed. This will happen on 6 May when we shall elect members to the new

Senedd. Even though the Church correctly stays out of party politics, Catholic Social

Teaching is very clear of the moral duty of each person to participate in the democratic

process for the Common Good of all.

A significant number of important issues are devolved to the Government of Wales.

Amongst them are Economic Development, Tourism, Forestry, Fishing, Transport and

Welfare Services. In addition, there are other devolved powers which have a direct impact

on the Catholic community in particular.

The Catholic community is one of the largest religious denominations in Wales. It is

essential that those elected and exercising devolved powers should know our views on

how devolved policy matters affect us. Hence the importance of knowing where candidates

stand on a variety of issues so that, as Catholic voters, we can make an informed decision

when casting our vote.

Our recent campaign to protect Catholic Religious Education and the rights of parents

has shown the real need for a greater dialogue between the Welsh Government and the

Catholic community in Wales. Our contribution to the proposed curriculum legislation has

proved the impact we can make when we speak with one voice regarding matters of

concern.

To help you in this process, the Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales has produced

an election document which has been sent to each candidate standing for election to the

Senedd. The document outlines the work of the Catholic Church in Wales in five main

areas: Education; Life Issues; Historic Churches; Health Care; The Environment. It also

contains six main policy requests we are asking of those seeking election. We ask that

each Catholic voter keeps these priorities in mind when casting your vote.

Finally, it is important to pray for all those seeking election and the heavy responsibilities

those elected will have to bear.

We pray that, through the power of the Holy Spirit, God imparts His wisdom upon those

seeking positions of authority in our governance.

We pray for all those members who will comprise the next Senedd and Government of

Wales. May he guide their decisions so that they may act for the Common Good and work

on the basis of human dignity and justice for all.

With every blessing,

The Most Rev. George Stack

Archbishop of Cardiff and Apostolic Administrator for the Diocese of Menevia
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Let Biblical Inspiration Fire Your Imagination!
IT’S DIFFICULT BUT WE NEED TO

KEEP DOING OUR BEST

Being cooped up with the family during this

pandemic has put a strain on many

relationships! Even the most loving unit has

experienced some, shall we say - friction.

This is, of course, only human. But C. S.

Lewis, in his book Mere Christianity points

out that, as Christians, we must keep trying

to overcome our faults, because, we are

part of eternity. “Perhaps my bad temper or

jealousy are gradually getting worse – so

gradual that the increase in 70 years will

not be very noticeable. But it might be

absolute hell in a million years: in fact, if

Christianity is true, Hell is the precisely

correct technical term for what it would be.” Hmm. If that struck you as hard as it did me you

could try the following meditation for a little help.

1. Read Philippians 4:10-14  

2. Sit up straight and close your eyes. Breathe in deeply through the nose. Hold a few seconds.

Breathe out through the mouth and as you do so feel the whole of your body relax.

3. Now meditate for a few moments on the times you could have recently called on Christ’s

power for strength in a difficulty.       

4. Now say this prayer – or one of your own – ‘Oh, Lord Jesus, I am sorry for all the times I am

not as loving as you want me to be. Please help me to keep on trying to overcome my human

weaknesses. I ask this in your name. Amen.’

5. When you are ready breathe in and out deeply as before. Then open your eyes and have a

big stretch.

May you continue to be aware of Christ’s power working in your life.   

God bless

Teresa

For more on the above topic please see Teresa’s blog:

http://teresaodriscoll.blogspot.co.uk/

Teresa O’Driscoll is the author of 9 Days to Heaven, How to make

everlasting meaning of your life

3 minute reading and meditation with

Teresa O’Driscoll

Email: teresa@teresaodriscoll.co.uk

“I have the

strength to

face all

conditions by

the power

Christ gives

me.” 

Philippians

4:13

T
he Diocesan Evangelisation

Commission is pleased to

announce that 44 parishioners

and clergy from parishes across the

Archdiocese began the new

Evangelisation Programme on

Wednesday, April 21st. 

We had more applications than we

could take on the first run as 44 is our

optimum number but applications are

still coming in. A second run of the

Programme has now been arranged to

accommodate the continuing interest. 

The dates will be Tuesday,

September 28th, October 5th, 12th and

19th, and November 2nd, 9th and 16th

2021.

The Programme is open to all

parishioners and clergy across the

Archdiocese.

It is a seven-week programme,

running for one and half hours via

Zoom on one evening a week. The

Programme will remind participants of

the Great Commission and the basic

Gospel message. It will cover a

rudimentary history of the early church

and will consider important messages

from recent papal papers, how to give

witness testimonies, evangelise non-

church going Catholics with practical

approaches and tools for building a

parish team to evangelise.

The Genesis Mission will be an

important follow-on activity offered to

participants, providing the necessary

skills for successful encounters.

For more information and to register

for the second run of the Programme,

please email Madeleine Walters at

madeleine.walters@rcadc.org

The Year of the God Who Speaks

The Scripture Study Talks began on

Saturday, April 24th with Fr. Tim

McGrath's very interesting and

enlightening talk on how we encounter

Jesus as the Messiah in Matthew’s

Gospel. The talks will continue on

Saturday, May 29th with Deacon Rob

Coyne, who will talk on

“Celebrating, Living and Sharing ‘The

God Who Speaks’.” The talk will be

delivered via Zoom and YouTube from

11am to 12.30pm.

How to Access the Online Talks

You can access the talks on the day via

Zoom at:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/824092564

53?pwd=YktIYnQvWjNzQjI5L0xnZkFsa

HNYUT09 

Meeting ID: 824 0925 6453

Passcode: 633303

The talks will also appear on YouTube.

Please go to the ACES YouTube

channel

Contacts for enquiries: Madeleine

Walters at

madeleine.walters@rcadc.org or Kate

Duffin at Kate.duffin@hotmail.com

Evangelisation Programme

Above: Matthew reveals Jesus as

the Messiah on Fr Tim McGrath's

lecture
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Editorial

Food for thought! 
Our Church responds to a crisis,
especially the Covid 19 one.
You can see in these pages what our
archdiocese and other dioceses are
doing to help those who are badly hit
financially and who cannot afford the
basic food of life.
If you wish to help the contacts are there
in the article inside this paper. Please
respond.

Election

The Archbishop’s article on page 1 is
wise guidance for out Wales election on
May 6.
Whatever your personal politics are these
are wise words, and these words are
reciprocated on an article inside this
newspaper.
Politics can be a dirty business but many
politicians, of whatever party, are in
politics to better the people who vote for
them...and the people who do not! Once
elected a representative works for all his
or her constituents, where they voted for
him or her or not.
This is the strength of our democracy.
There are exceptions. The news of
cronyism emerging from 10 Downing
Street is rightfully being investigated. We
cannot, and should not, have people in
high political office using their position
for personal gain.
We look forward to a really independent
investigation to reveal the truth in order
to clear or substantiate accusations in
the media.

A priest who will
be sadly missed
The Reverend Canon William John Isaac, PP.,

14th March 1949 - 28th March 2021.

William was born on 14th March 1949, to Jean

Fotheringham (nee Kilgour). He was adopted by John

and Elsie Isaac. He was baptised in the Anglican

Church in Wales. He studied at the Anglican Training

College, Lampeter and was ordained at Llandaff

Cathedral by Bishop Eryl Thomas on St Peter’s day

1973. He had curacies at the parishes of Sandfields,

Port Talbot, Gilfach Goch, St Saviour’s, Splott. He was

then appointed Vicar of Gilfach Goch. 

William was received into Full communion with the

Catholic Church by permission of Archbishop John

Murphy and was sent to undertake studies for the

Priesthood at the Pontifical College of St Bede, Rome in

1980. Upon completing his studies, William was ordained

a priest by Archbishop John Aloysius Ward, OFM Cap in

1984. 

He was appointed as assistant priest to Fr. Jim

Morrissey in Morriston. William was then appointed

assistant priest at Our Lady of Lourdes, Mountain Ash. He

was a very popular chaplain to Cardinal Newman School.

Later, William was appointed Parish Priest of St Thomas'

Abercynon where once again he did much to improve the

life of the Parish. 

Being appointed Parish Priest of St Mary’s Bridgend in

1995, he began his happiest years of Priestly Ministry.

During these years William oversaw the building of the

new church of St Mary on Ewenny Road, and as Chairman

of Governors, the building of the new Archbishop McGrath

High School in the Brackla. During his Bridgend years he

was assisted in the pastoral care of the Parish by Fr.

Sebastian Jones, Fr. Tim McGrath, Fr. Mark Rowles and Fr.

Andrew Maggs. 

It was a time of expansion for the town and the parish.

William was appointed Dean of Bridgend in succession to

Canon Felix Connolly, facing the challenges within the

Deanery structures and the changing needs of the

Church. 

Archbishop George Stack appointed William as the

Parish Priest of St Teilo's and Our Lady of Lourdes

parishes in 2014. William was always engaged as a

member of the Cardiff Clergy Welfare Board. 

In 2016 the Archbishop created William a canon of the

Metropolitan Cathedral Chapter. William was due to retire

in the summer. He was diagnosed with cancer during the

recent lockdown. He was fulsome in his praise and

gratitude for those who helped him prepare for the

operation. 

He died peacefully on Palm Sunday, 28th March 2021.

He had been a priest 37 years.

With food poverty on the rise as a result of COVID-

19, the Dioceses of Westminster and Cardiff have

responded by providing urgent food relief to the

most vulnerable. Over 14,000 people have been

supported through the creation of two supermarket

voucher schemes. Digital vouchers have been used

as a flexible, safe way to help parishes and schools

support those most in need.

The 16th April 2021 marks a year since Caritas

Westminster distributed their first emergency

supermarket vouchers in response to the COVID-19

pandemic. As the effects of the pandemic set in, Parish

Priests saw more requests for help and church

foodbanks witnessed demand increase by up to 400%.

The supermarket voucher scheme has helped alleviate

pressure on foodbanks, allowing them to deliver food to

those shielding. It also gives families the dignity of

shopping for their own tastes and needs. As one Parish

Priest reflected ‘it has given genuine ease of mind and

relief to recipients’.

The scheme proved a success with 123 parishes and

schools within the Diocese of Westminster distributing

vouchers to vulnerable families in their communities. A

year later, the scheme is still running with generous

support from the St. John Southworth Fund, the Albert

Gubay Charitable Foundation, and the Cardinal’s Lenten

Appeal. Over £200,000 has now been distributed in

Westminster Diocese, with initial data showing 7,374

people have been supported.

With numerous parish-led food poverty projects

already underway within the Archdiocese of Cardiff, the

potential of a supermarket voucher scheme in South

Wales and Herefordshire was quickly recognised.

Working in collaboration with colleagues from

Westminster, the Archdiocese of Cardiff launched their

own supermarket voucher scheme in December 2020.

Aided by support from Barclays Bank, the Albert Gubay

Charitable Foundation and the National Lottery

Community Fund, nearly £130,000 worth of vouchers

have been distributed across 77 parishes and schools,

supporting 6,823 people.

Archbishop George Stack extended his gratitude to

those who have worked to make the food voucher

initiatives a success:

‘It is sad to say that the need for support within our

communities has grown over the past year. The

collaboration between both dioceses has again shown

the impact that the Church is making across the UK.

Those who serve their community are often called

“unsung heroes”. It is my hope that parish priests and

volunteers, who have done so much to support others

at this time, appreciate that collectively they are

undertaking an “heroic” effort combating the effects of

the pandemic. I want to thank everyone, known and

unknown, for all that they are doing in support of

others’.

As one year is marked since the start of the voucher

scheme in Westminster, the need for support has far

from abated. The voucher scheme in the Archdioceses

of Westminster and Cardiff are continuing into the

coming months, furthering the support already provided.

To find out more the Supermarket Voucher Schemes,

contact: Caritas Westminster – Anna Gavurin, Caritas

Food Collective Coordinator

(annagavurin@rcdow.org.uk)

Archdiocese of Cardiff – Nadine Salter, Food

Programme Manager (nadine.salter@rcadc.org)

You can also donate to the Archdiocese of Cardiff

Supermarket Voucher Scheme here and to the support

the work of Caritas Westminster here.

These initiatives have been made possible owing to

the generosity of the Albert Gubay Charitable

Foundation, the Cardinal’s Lenten Appeal, the St John

Southworth Fund, the National Lottery Community Fund

and Barclays Bank.

Catholic Church supports thousands of families in 
Westminster and Cardiff with food poverty relief project
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The Day of the Lord
By Archbishop George Stack

Gathering as Bishops in

Conference, we wish to pay

tribute to all in the Catholic

community who have shown

such courage, generosity and

understanding in the face of

adversity this past year. 

Across England and Wales,

families and parish

communities have risen to the

challenge of sustaining one

another through times of great

isolation, loneliness and grief in

an impressive variety of ways,

spiritual, emotional and

practical. We thank all who

have worked tirelessly in

hospitals, care-homes and

across the medical profession

for giving of themselves so

generously. We thank all who

have worked valiantly in our

schools, facing unforeseen

demands and meeting them

with characteristic

professionalism and dedication.

We wish also to pay tribute to

those who have given of their

time and energy to keep open

our churches as havens of

peace and prayer. Churches up

and down the land have

realised the vision of Pope

Francis that they be like village-

wells where the thirsty come to

drink in the midst of their

journey; and centres of

“constant missionary outreach.”

We thank all who have

developed diverse new patterns

of outreach - of prayer,

catechesis, study and spiritual

solidarity; all who have made

participation in the Mass

possible through the internet.

Food for those in need

Also prominent in this tribute

should be thanks to all who

have contributed to the

immense effort of providing

food for those most in need.

The generosity shown in the

distribution of so very many

meals has given eloquent

expression to the mercy, love

and compassion which are at

the very heart of God. Many

have been touched by the joy

of meeting Christ in the poor;

and many of the poor by the joy

of meeting Christ in selfless

parishioners. The provision of

food is often the first step into a

deeper relationship of help and

accompaniment, including the

sharing of the gift of faith in our

Blessed Lord.

‘Vibrant’ is a word which

seems to have characterised so

many of our parishes

throughout the pandemic. We

wish to salute our priests in

particular for the leadership

they have shown in this time of

crisis. We thank them for their

deep devotion to both the

liturgy and to their parishioners.

We commend every priest who

made of his parish "a

'sanctuary' open to all” and with

a particular care for the poor.

What will be the pace of our

emerging from this pandemic

remains as yet unclear. What is

clear is the challenge we face

of bringing our communities

and the practice of the faith to a

still greater expression and

strength. As your bishops, we

are aware of a threefold pattern

to this challenge.

a. There are the fearful and

weary, anxious about coming

into the enclosed spaces of

our churches; those who

have simply lost the habit of

coming to church. Personal

contact, clear reassurance,

and elegant invitations will all

be needed.

b. There are those who will

have reassessed their pattern

of life and priorities. The

practice of faith within the

community of the Catholic

Church may not be among

those priorities. A gap may

have opened up, or widened,

between the spiritual

dimension of their lives and

any communal expression of

that spiritual quest. They

represent a major task for our

outreach.

c. There are those whom we

might describe as the ‘Covid

curious', those who have

come into contact with the

Catholic Church through our

presence on the internet – a

contact we may be able to

develop through our

continuing presence across

diverse media platforms.

Our schools

In facing these challenges,

we are endowed with veritable

treasures which serve to

resource and enrich us. Among

them are our schools, in which

so many are regaining

confidence to come together

with others. We believe our

schools can indeed be bridges

back to church. There is also

the remarkable work of social

outreach which has grown

exponentially during these long

months of pandemic. On this,

too, we must build. But the

greatest treasure is, of course,

the sacramental life of the

Church, and, pre-eminently, the

Eucharist.

It is the Eucharist, the

celebration of the Mass, that

makes the Church; and it is the

Church, in the gift of the Holy

Spirit, which makes the

Eucharist. It is the lifeblood of

the Church. It requires our

active participation and, to be

fully celebrated, our physical

presence. 

At this moment, then, we

need to have in our sights the

need to restore to its rightful

centrality in our lives the

Sunday Mass, encouraging

each to take his or her place

once again in the assembly of

our brothers and sisters. We

face the task of seeking to

nurture the sense of Sunday as

“a weekly gift from God to his

people” , and something we

cannot do without; to see

Sunday as the soul of the

week, as giving light and

meaning to all the

responsibilities we live out each

day; to see the Sunday

Eucharist as food for the unique

mission with which we have

been endowed.

Our deepest joy...the

Eucharist

In the time to come we can do

no better than to rekindle in our

hearts, foster and encourage, a

yearning for the Real Presence

of the Lord and the practice of

prayer before the Blessed

Sacrament, a gift so deeply

appreciated in these times of

lockdown. And we need to

begin by fostering this in

ourselves. For the Eucharist

should be the cause of our

deepest joy, our highest

manner of offering thanks to

God and for seeking his mercy

and love. We need to make it

the foundation stone of our

lives.

Pope St John Paul ll spoke of

our amazement at the gift of

the Mass and the abiding

Presence of our Blessed Lord in

the Sacrament of the Altar.

Herein lies our treasure,

enriching our relationship with

Jesus and bringing together

every aspect of our life and

mission. This is such an

important focus for our task in

the coming months. 

The call back to Sunday

Mass resonates all the more

deeply when we consider, as

Pope St John Paul II reminds us

in Dies Domini, that the

Sabbath rest is nothing if not a

call to remember the gift of

God’s Creation. The Eucharist is

indeed a celebration of the

created world, called into life by

the Eternal Word, for the bread

and wine of the earth becomes

the Body and Blood of Christ

who is that same Lord of all life.

The Christ to whom we come

so close in the Eucharist must

be the foundation of all our

strivings in the urgent task we

face of caring for creation and

our environment.

Saint John-Paul II: “Our amazement at the gift of the Mass” 
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It’s a mystery that has

puzzled researchers for

almost 150 years. In 1878, a

wooden box was discovered

in an attic in the Welsh town

of Holywell. It contained two

skulls and a cluster of other

bones, wrapped in a linen

jacket.

Jan Graffius is the curator of the

Stonyhurst Collections, an eye-

popping assembly of Catholic

martyrs’ relics at Stonyhurst

College in Lancashire,

northwest England. She

believes that she has finally

solved the conundrum.

“The starting point is you look at

the evidence in front of you,”

she told CNA in an interview.

“So you have two skulls. One

has a hole in the cranium, and

many of the bones that are

associated with the two skulls

show evidence of having been

cut with a sharp knife.”

“The immediate premise that

you draw from that is that at

least one of these two was

dismembered after death and

that one of the heads was

stuck on a spike.”

Forensic evidence

Acknowledging that the details

were “quite graphic,” she

continued: “I examined the skull

to see whether the hole in the

top had been inflicted from the

outside in or from the inside

out. And the way the bone had

been damaged indicated that

the force had come from within

the skull, within the cranium

itself. It had also been pierced

by something from inside, like a

spike.”

“The clinching argument was

that the coccyx -- the bone at

the base of the spine -- had

been severed very cleanly. And

when you’re hanging, drawing,

and quartering, the quartering is

literal: you cut the body into

pieces. And that indicates to

me where you would normally

expect the cuts to come from

severing the legs from the

body.”

A second identifying factor,

Graffius said, was where the

bones were found. They were

uncovered in a house

connected to the Jesuit order,

where relics of English martyrs

were previously discovered.

“So there was an association

with an English martyr, or a

Welsh martyr, and somebody

with a Jesuit association,” she

explained.

(Holywell is, in addition, home

to St Winefride’s Well, the

oldest continually visited

pilgrimage site in Britain.)

Graffius said that another clue

was that the two skulls were

found together, suggesting that

the two figures were closely

associated.

Saint played tennis on eve of

his execution

She consulted Maurice

Whitehead and Hannah

Thomas, academic experts on

the Welsh martyrs of the 16th

and 17th centuries. That led to

the breakthrough.

Philip Evans was playing

tennis on July 21, 1679, when

he heard that he would be

executed the following day. He

reportedly received the news in

good spirits and asked

permission to finish the game

in the grounds of the prison

where he was being held.

Evans was born around 34

years earlier in Monmouthshire,

southeast Wales. He studied at

the English Jesuit College at St

Omer in Flanders, entering the

Jesuits at the age of 20. In

1675, he returned to his

homeland to serve as a

missionary: a perilous

enterprise following the Welsh

Reformation.

Saints shared a cell in Cardiff

Castle

Priest hunters tracked Evans

down on Dec. 2, 1678. After

weeks of solitary confinement

at Cardiff Gaol, he was allowed

to share a cell with another

condemned man, John Lloyd.

Lloyd was older than Evans.

Born in Brecon, mid-Wales, he

trained for the Catholic

priesthood in Valladolid, Spain.

He came back to Wales in

1654, knowing that he risked

his life by doing so.

Evans and Lloyd were

condemned to death at the

Spring Assizes in 1679. A jailer

allowed them considerable

freedom in their final months,

with Evans playing the harp as

well as engaging in racket

sports.

On the evening before his

execution, Evans wrote to his

younger sister, a nun in Paris

“Dear Sister,” he said. “I know

that you are so well versed in

the principles of Christian

courage as not to be at all

startled when you understand

that your loving brother writes

this as his last letter unto you,

being in a few hours hence to

suffer as a priest and

consequently for God’s sake.

What greater happiness can

befall a Christian man?”

He held fast to his faith

Evans was the first to be

hanged, drawn, and quartered

the next day. Witnesses noted

that his executioners showed

unusual aggression. At

executions of groups of

Catholic priests, the first killing

was often especially savage, in

an attempt to persuade those

waiting to recant. But Lloyd held

fast to the faith to the end.

Graffius said that the experts

she consulted suggested that

the bones possibly belonged to

the two Welsh priests.

“They both said, ‘Look, this

must be Evans and Lloyd

because they were very closely

associated in life.’ They spent

their last six months or so

together in prison. They were

executed at the same time.

They were buried, or disposed

of, at the same time, and they

are always spoken of as a pair,

if you like, because of the close

friendship they had during life.”

“So it makes perfect logical

and historical sense for these

two bones of these very closely

associated men to have been

rescued together, and secreted

together.”

Their canonisation

The story of the bones’

identification is told in an online

exhibition, “‘How bleedeth

burning love’: British Jesuit

Province’s Relics of the Forty

Martyrs of England and Wales,”

inspired by the 50th anniversary

of the canonization of the Forty

Martyrs of England and Wales.

The exhibition was originally

planned as a physical event

marking the anniversary of the

canonization by Pope Paul VI

on Oct. 25, 1970. But the

coronavirus crisis forced the

organizers to change their

plans, offering instead an audio

and visual experience to

internet users around the world.

The exhibition describes the

discovery of the bones at

Holywell as well the lives of

Evans and Lloyd, who were

among the 40 martyrs

canonized in 1970.

It also features relics of the

celebrated Jesuit martyrs St.

Edmund Campion, St. Robert

Southwell, and Blessed Edward

Oldcorne, as well as two hats, a

crucifix, and part of a hair shirt

belonging to St. Thomas More.

Graffius said that she was

“just thrilled” when she drew

the evidence together and

connected the Holywell bones

to Evans and Lloyd.

“To be able to say with a

good degree of confidence,

‘this is who they are,’ is very

exciting,” she said.

Catholic martyrs’ bones 
identified almost 150 years
after discovery in an attic

Both saints statues, held in Saint David's Metropolitan Cathedral, were paraded to the

execution spot in Cardiff by Archbishop George and Father Daniel
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A Requiem Mass for Covid victims at St David’s
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Pope Francis releases a Motu proprio

requiring a declaration on the part of

senior management and

administrators that they are clear of

convictions or investigations

regarding terrorism, money

laundering or tax evasion.

They will also be prohibited from

placing assets in tax havens or investing

in companies whose principles are

against the Church’s doctrine. All

employees are prohibited from receiving

gifts worth more than 40 euro.

Action on fraud

“According to Scripture, faithfulness in

matters of little consequence is related

to faithfulness in more important ones.”

These words introduce Pope Francis’s

new Motu proprio on transparency,

released on Thursday, through which

the Pope will require everyone

in a management position in

the Holy See, and all who

carry out administrative,

judicial or supervisory

functions, to sign a

declaration stating they

have never received a

conviction, and that they

are not subject to any

pending criminal trials or

investigations regarding

corruption, fraud, terrorism, money

laundering, exploitation of minors, or tax

evasion. The declaration also covers

cash holdings or investments in

countries at high risk of money

laundering or the financing of terrorist

activities, in tax havens, or in companies

whose policies are against the Church’s

social doctrine.

Against corruption

The crackdown follows that of 19 May

2020, when Pope Francis promulgated

new regulations regarding procurements.

The new regulations are necessary, the

Pope explains, because corruption “can

be manifested in different manners and

forms even in various sectors other than

that of procurement. 

Because of this, internationally

accepted regulations and best practices

require transparency from those holding

key roles in the public sector for the

purpose of preventing and combatting

conflicts of interest, patronage practices

and corruption in general.” Therefore, the

Holy See, which has adhered to the

United Nations Convention Against

Corruption (UNCAC), “has decided to

conform itself to these best practices to

prevent and combat” this phenomenon

“in its various forms”.

Along these lines, the Pope has

decided to add some articles to the

General Regulations of the Roman

Curia, with a provision that concerns all

those whose roles fall under the

categories C, C1, C2 and C3 (that is,

from Cardinal heads of Dicasteries to

deputy directors holding five-year

contracts), and all those who carry out

administrative, judicial or supervisory

functions. They will have to sign the

required declaration when they are hired,

and every two years thereafter.

Organized crime

They will be required to declare that they

have never been convicted either in the

Vatican or in another country, that they

have never received a pardon or

amnesty, and that they were never

pardoned due to statute of

limitation; that they are not

subject to a criminal trial

or being investigated for

participation in

organized crime,

corruption, fraud,

terrorism, laundering

money from criminal

activity, exploitation of

minors, human trafficking or

the exploitation of human

persons, or tax evasion.

They will also be required to declare

that they do not hold, even through third

parties, cash or investments or stakes in

corporations or companies in places

included in the list of countries at high

risk of money laundering (unless their

relatives are residents or domiciled in

those countries for valid reasons

including family, work or study). They

must ensure, that, to their knowledge, all

assets or movable and immovable

goods owned or held by them, as well

as remuneration of any kind, originate

from licit activity. Also significant is the

requirement “not to hold” shares or

“interests” in companies or businesses

whose policies are contrary to the

Church’s social doctrine.

The Secretariat for the Economy (SPE)

will have the capacity to verify the

veracity of the written declarations. The

Holy See, in the event of false or

mendacious declarations, can dismiss

the employee and require the payment

of damages incurred.

Finally, something new concerning all

employees working in the Roman Curia,

Vatican City State and related entities, is

the prohibition from accepting gifts in

connection to their employment, whose

value is greater than 40 euro.

New anti-corruption law for 
members of Vatican management

They will have to

sign the required

declaration when

they are hired, and

every two years

thereafter

“

”

Pope Francis - hard line declaration

on internal corruption
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